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Abstract— While the defects constituting the recoverable com-
ponent R of NBTI have been very well analyzed recently, the
slower defects forming the more “permanent” componentP are
much less understood. Using a pragmatic definition forP, we
study the evolution of P at elevated temperatures in the range
200◦◦◦C to 350◦◦◦C to accelerate these very slow processes. We
demonstrate for the first time that P not only clearly saturates,
with the saturation value depending on the gate bias, but also
that the degradation at constant gate bias can also slowly
reverse. Furthermore, at temperatures higher than about 300◦C,
a significant amount of additional defects is created, whichare
primarily uncharged around Vth but contribute strongly to P
at higher VG. Our new data are consistent with our recently
suggested hydrogen release model which will be studied in detail
using newly acquired long-term data.

I. I NTRODUCTION

During the long puzzling history of NBTI the quasi-
permanent componentP has proven particularly elusive, as
it is normally masked by the recoverable componentR in
typical ∆Vth measurements. A number of other experimental
techniques, such as electron spin resonance (ESR) [1, 2],
spin-dependent recombination (SDR) [2], DCIV [3], charge
pumping (CP) [4–6], and CV [7] have been used to extract
the increase in the number of slowly recovering defects
typically referred to as “interface states”. Indeed, all these
measurements have revealed defects which are difficult to
anneal. Conventionally, these defects are associated withSi
dangling bonds, but a conversion of these data to∆Vth and
thus to P introduces uncertainties as it requires assumptions
regarding the density of states and/or time constants of the
responsible defects [8, 9].

In order to avoid these conversion related issues, it is
necessary to measureP using the same method asR, which
is difficult since ∆Vth keeps recovering for very long times,
certainly longer than weeks after longer stress times [10].We
have recently suggested and evaluated a pragmatic definition
of P using deliberately slowID/VG measurements [11]. During
these measurements,VG is ramped into accumulation several
times, thereby removing a lot of trapped charge typically
associated withR [12]. The remaining degradation is then
pragmatically calledP, although it is understood that a precise
separation ofR andP using this approach is impossible [10].
Still, as has been shown [11], theP obtained in this manner is
no longer sensitive to any measurement delays and also only
recovers weakly. In this context we recall that the degradation
accumulated during BTI stress is not really permanent but
rather recovers very slowly in a thermally activated manner.
In particular, it has been demonstrated that it can be “baked
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Fig. 1. The measurement setup:IV: referenceID/VG curve. Then, the device
is stressed at a higher temperature (including heating and cooling phases).
After the end of the cooling phase, 20ID/VG curves are recorded. From each,
Pi = ∆Vth@Vth is extracted relative to the initialID/VG, yielding Pmin =minPi.

away” at higher temperatures (350–400◦C) [13–16]. These
temperatures are considerably higher than those typicallyused
during BTI stressing (. 200◦C [17]) and close to those
used during the forming gas anneal applied during device
fabrication (around 400◦C for less 30 minutes [18]). Not
surprisingly, we have recently shown that longer bakes (weeks
to months) at such high temperatures can lead to additional
effects [11], which will also be explored more closely here.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

For our experiments we use packaged devices of a 130nm
commercial technology [19] (2.2nm SiON) in computer-
controlled furnaces to guarantee flexible and automatic tem-
perature control as well as long-term stability of the experi-
ments. This allows us to acquire long-term data over several
months to further elucidate the mechanisms responsible for
the creation and annealing ofP using the experimental scheme
of Fig. 1. Given the thermally activated nature ofP and the
long time constants involved, degradation is accelerated at
higherT (250–350◦C). Since the experimental determination
of ∆Vth at these high temperatures was found to be unreliable,
the temperature was always lowered back to 200◦C for the
measurement of ∆Vth. Due to the large time constants of the
furnaces, these temperature changes took about 1-2 hours. In
order to avoid additional effects due to voltage stress, the
maximum gate voltage used during stress (−1.5V) was kept
close to theVDD of our technology. At each measurement
point, 20 ID/VG measurements are taken by slowly sweeping
between−1V and+1V with a rate of 1V/s and the remaining
∆Vth is extracted at a particular bias, sayVG = Vth. In order
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to make R and P comparable, this readout voltage should
equal the voltage at whichR is measured. From these 20
values, the minimum valuePmin = mini ∆Vth,i is assumed to
be representative forP to minimize the measurement noise
and remove recovery-related artifacts.

III. G ATE-SIDED HYDROGEN RELEASE MODEL

We will interpret our experimental results from the perspec-
tive of a recently formulated hydrogen-release model in which
hydrogen is released from the gate side of the oxide to migrate
towards the channel [11]. The release of hydrogen has been the
subject of intense discussion during the last decades [18, 20–
29], for instance as a consequence of hot electron injection[30,
31]. Since we also see NBTI-like drifts at very small voltages,
including 0V [11], a different mechanism than the injection
of hot electrons is required to explain H release. In this
context it is worth recalling that the mechanism responsible
for the build-up of P cannot rely on proton transport, as
has often been speculated in the context of post-irradiation
buildup of interface states [18, 20, 26], since the application
of a negative voltage at the gate would draw the protons
towards the gate rather than the channel. However, just like
from the irradiation perspective, where a mechanism based on
the release ofneutral H or H2 has been suggested [32], a
similar mechanism also appears fully consistent with our data
as will be shown in the following.

A. Basic Considerations

Based on numerous literature reports [23, 30, 33–36] and
our own theoretical and experimental data [37–40], we have
recently suggested a hydrogen release (HR) mechanism to
explain the evolution ofP [11]. In this model,P results when
hydrogen atoms trapped in suitable precursor sites [38, 39]are
neutralized during stress and detrap over a thermal barrier.
The released H0 can then quickly migrate towards the channel
during stress, become trapped in preexisting H-trapping sites,
form a defect, and thereby lead to a∆Vth shift (see Fig. 2). We
emphasize that the probability of having ‘free’ (interstitial) H
is very small as the vast majority of H is bonded, consistent
with experimental results where the observable concentration
of interstitial H is below the experimental resolution for
temperatures above 130K [32]. Also note that a significant
amount of H exists even in ‘ultra-dry’ oxides [41], making H
an essential player in reliability considerations.

Such agate-sided hydrogen release mechanism has been
repeatedly suggested in a number of different contexts and is
consistent with several observations:

• In nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) it has been observed
that H is moved from the gate towards the channel during
stress and back during recovery [36].

• The radical atomic hydrogen released from the gate
side also provides the most plausible explanation for the
otherwise puzzling observation [42] that during NBTI
stress the strong Si-H bonds (EB = 2.5eV for the direct
removal of H [29, 43]) are broken.
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A: Gate-sided trapped H+
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B: ET(H+) moves below EF

C: Neutralized H+ is released

≈ 1.5eV

D: Channel-sided trapped H+

Empty H+
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Fig. 2. Schematic H-release mechanism:A trapped H+ at the gate side (A)
is neutralized during stress (B/C), released as H0 over a barrier (C), moves to
the channel (C) and becomes trapped in previously inaccessible H+ trapping
sites (D). Eventually, particularly at highT , additional H can be released from
the reservoir.

• Along similar lines, it has been found that dopants in
the channel can be passivated by H following BTI stress,
consistent with the release of H from the oxide [23].

• In an interesting reversal of the situation, in samples with
very low H content, BTI stress leads to thepassivation
of Si dangling bonds rather than the typically observed
depassivation, also consistent with the release of H inside
the oxide and the formation of Si-H bonds [44].

• During BTI stress, an increase in noise has been observed
[45, 46], consistent with the creation of H-related defects
next to the channel. This noise can be considerably
reduced by a bake in accumulation, which moves the H
back towards the gate in a reverse reaction [11].

In the next subsection we will develop a mathematical
model consistent with the above observations. For this it has
to be kept in mind that the configurational flexibility of the
SiO2/Si system is enormous, in particular when hydrogen is
added and the various reactions between hydrogen and defect
precursor sites are considered [41, 47, 48], not to mention
hydrogen-hydrogen reactions and reactions of hydrogen with
hydrogen complexes, e.g. defect sites with trapped hydrogen.

In this first modeling attempt, in order to keep the model as
simple as possible, all reactions which create H2 as additional
species are neglected. This includes the aforementioned reac-
tion of H with hydrogen-passivatedPb centers,Pb–H, which
creates the notoriousPb centers and releases H2. While it is a
well established experimental fact thatPb centersare created
during NBTI stress andare the dominant ESR-active defect
type in SiO2 systems [42], it is not clear whether these defects
also form the dominant contribution to∆Vth. Based on the
observation that thePb center signal saturates while∆Vth keeps
increasing, it has been suggested that non-ESR active defects
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can dominate∆Vth [30], such as hydrogen related defects. This
is consistent with our recent single-trap data obtained on small
devices using similar experiments as in the present study, in
which P appears do be dominated by oxide traps [11]. So
while certainly not all possible reactions are included in this
first version of the model explicitly, great care has been taken
that the design of the model is compatible with experimental
findings and can be extended to include additional reactions
to describe the second-order observations listed above if need
should arise.

The cornerstone of our model is the recently made demon-
stration that according to DFT calculations hydrogen can bind
to Si–O–Si bridges in amorphous SiO2 even in defect-free
structures [38, 39], as has been suggested before based on
experimental data [23]. The only prerequisite for this to happen
appears to be the presence of stretched Si–O–Si bonds, which
occur in abundance particularly close to the interfaces. Note
that this is not the case in crystalline SiO2, where only the
proton can bind in a stable manner to the bridging oxygen [49].
Upon attachment of H to these stretched bonds, the H can give
up its electron to one of the Si atoms and bind to the O in a
configuration similar to the well known protonic configuration.
Alternatively, the extra H can break one of the Si–O bonds
and form a hydroxyl group (–OH), which then faces the
dangling bond on the other Si, a configuration very similar
to the familiar E ′ center [50]. We have recently shown that
the properties of this so-called hydroxylE ′ center are in good
agreement with the defects responsible for charge trappingin
pMOS transistors [37], and thus for the recoverable component
of BTI, R. Furthermore, since the H can be removed over a
thermal barrier, leaving an electrically inactive defect precursor
behind, this defect appears to be consistent with the observed
volatility of oxide traps [40] as well. In a next evolutionary
step of these findings we suggest that the removal of H from
this defect-family (either directly from hydroxylE ′ centers or
their non-bondbreaking variants) leads to H migration towards
the gate and thus to the creation ofP [11]. This provides a very
promising H release mechanism to explain the experimental
observations listed in Section III-A.

B. Model Equations

A simple model can be formulated in which the amorphous
oxide is assumed to consist of discrete sitesi at which
hydrogen can either occur in a neutral interstitial position
(Hi), in a trapped neutral configuration (H0

i ), or in a trapped
positive configuration (H+

i ) as a “proton”. Note that this
protonic configuration exists in many more variants than the
conventional proton bound to a bridging oxygen, as it can
also break the bond and lead to the formation of hydroxyl
(–OH) groups and the puckering of the now detached Si atom
[38, 39]. These variants are required to explain the recoverable
componentR [51] but are for now not further considered here.

Since only a small number of H atoms will be allowed
to trap at a particular sitei, the model will be expressed in
absolute numbers rather than in concentrations, soH+

i gives
the absolute number of trapped and positively charged H atoms
at sitei, or – to be more precise – its expectation value [52].
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Fig. 3. A schematic view of the simple H-release model (in 1D). H can
get trapped and the trapping sites are connected via barriers to the interstitial
configurations. Redistribution of H in these configurations(diffusion) is very
fast and not rate-limiting [32]. AtT & 300◦C, additional H can be exchanged
with the reservoir, separated by a 2.5eV barrier (e.g. Si-H bonds [29, 43]).

Hydrogen exchange between different sites is modeled as a
thermally activated hopping process with hopping ratekH =
ki j = k0exp(−qEH/kBT ). According to literature values for H
diffusion in SiO2, which give a prefactor ofDH = 10−4cm2/s
[32] and a typical hopping distance ofa= 5nm [53], we obtain
for k0 = DH/a2 = 4×108s−1. Together with the very small
activation energy for diffusion (EH = 0.18eV) [32] this results
in a very large value forkH, meaning that redistribution of
the detrapped H will be very fast and the precise value of the
rate immaterial. In particular, the model results stay practically
unchanged if a uniform concentration offree interstitial H
is used in the model. Overall, the response of the system
is thus determined by the thermal release of the trapped H
over barriers with widely distributed barrier heights, andthus
reaction- rather than diffusion-limited.

In the following, the rate equations for the three different
H species (interstitial, trapped neutral, trapped positive) are
summarized. The temporal change of the interstitial H at site
i is given by

∂Hi

∂ t
=−∑

j

kH
(

Hi −H j
)

−∑
n

Ti,n , (1)

where the first sum runs over all neighboring sitesj. In order
to reduce the computational effort, one spatial interstitial sitei
is allowed to interact with several trapping sitesn, see Fig. 3.
This is justified as the free hydrogenHi is in quasi-equilibrium
across the oxide anyway. The corresponding trapping ratesTi,n

are given by

Ti,n = k01Hi
(

HT
max− (H0

i,n +H+
i,n)

)

− k10H0
i,n , (2)

which describes the transition from the interstitial to the
neutral trapped configuration via the ratek01 and the transition
back via the ratek10 for each trapping site(i,n). These
rates are modeled using simple Arrhenius laws with widely
distributed barriersE01 andE10. Also, each interstitial position
is allowed to harbor an infinite number of hydrogen atoms, a
modeling simplification justified by the very low concentration
of free atomic hydrogen and the fact that two hydrogen atoms
in the same interstitial position would dimerize to H2 anyway,
an aspect currently not considered in the model. At each
trapping site(i,n), however, only a certain number of trapped
hydrogen is allowed,H0

i,n + H+
i,n ≤ HT

max, expressed by the
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HT
max− (H0

i,n +H+
i,n) term in the model.

The temporal change in the number of neutral and positive
trapped hydrogen atoms is given by (indexn omitted for
readability reasons)

∂H0
i

∂ t
=−k12H0

i + k21H+
i +Ti , (3)

∂H+
i

∂ t
= k12H0

i − k21H+
i . (4)

The transition ratesk12 from the neutral to the positively
trapped state and the backward transitionk21 are modeled
using standard non-radiative multiphonon theory [51] again
with widely distributed relaxation energies.

Finally, in order to explain data acquired atT > 300◦C,
we assume that in close proximity of the gate stack there is
additional hydrogen available bound in a reservoir,HR. It has
been suggested many times that hydrogen trapped in higher
layers of the gate stack (poly-silicon and metalization) can
have a significant impact on gate stack reliability [35, 36, 54].
In our model we assume that this hydrogen is allowed to enter
the oxide at the gate side over a thermal barrier according to

∂HR

∂ t
=−kR0HR+ k0RHi (5)

for selected sitesi at the gate/oxide interface. Since H redistri-
bution is very fast, the precise choice of interaction sitesdoes
not matter as the reaction is dominated by the large thermal
barrier (2.5eV) and triggered wheneverHi at the interface is
lower than the equilibrium value. This will happen during
stress, when H at the interface is neutralized (H+

i ⇒ H0
i ),

released over the barrier (H0
i ⇒ Hi), and transported from site

i to another sitej closer to the channel side (Hi ⇒ H j), where
it now can become trapped at the changed bias conditions
(H j ⇒ H0

j ⇒ H+
j )

At the beginning of the simulation, a certain amount of
hydrogen is placed into the oxide and reservoir (on the order
of 1019cm−3 [32]) and allowed to redistribute by determining
the stationary solution of the problem. Note that the initial H
distribution between the reservoir and the oxide as well as the
spatial distribution in the oxide will depend on the applied
gate bias. While this could be used to emulate the initial H
distribution after processing, the precise processing conditions
are not too well defined, so currently a gate voltage of 0V is
applied.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At first, the surprising∆Vth shift at VG = 0V is studied in
more detail, see Fig. 4. While at 250 and 300◦C the shift
of about 5mV is consistent with a collection of normally
distributed first-order processes [51], at 350◦C an about 2.4
times higher drift is observed, which we interpret as the
creation of additional defects. This implies that the previously
suggested method [13, 14] to restore a device to its pristine
state using a bake at 350/400◦C has to be used with care.

Next, a device is cycled between 0 and−1.5V at various
T , see Fig. 5. In this first experiment, the device is initially
and between the stress phases annealed at 0V/350◦C. As
already anticipated in Fig. 4, even during this anneal additional
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millivolts, with the saturation level depending onVG and T . At T > 300◦C
new defects are created and saturation occurs at a higher level. Lines: simple
model based on normally distributed “effective” activation energies [55].

defects are created. During stress at 300◦C, the degradation
saturates after 3 days. However, in the subsequent stress phase
at−1.5V/350◦C, a massive amount of new defects is created,
which are consistently modeled by a release of H from the
reservoir.

The HR model can explain all these observations very well,
see lines in Fig. 5 (shown with and without coupling to the
reservoir). In particular, the H released from the reservoir
can explain the additionally created defects at higherT .
This experiment is analyzed in more detail in Fig. 6: in the
first degradation phase trapped protons at the gate side are
very slowly neutralized following a nonradiative multiphonon
process [51, 56, 57] and eventually released over a distributed
barrier with mean 1.5eV [38, 39]. The released H0 can now
find previously unavailable trapping sites at the channel side
and become charged. With increasing stress time, the H
centroid thus moves from the gate to the channel side of
the oxide, in agreement with experimental NRA data [36].
Fig. 7 shows the increase in trapped H due to the release from
the reservoir. These newly created H-related defects appear
identical to the preexisting ones and are more likely to be
positively charged at−1.5V than 0V.

In the next long-term experiment, see Fig. 8, bias stress at
350◦C is avoided to clarify whether new defects are created
predominantly during stress or recovery. As can be seen
during the 300◦C stress in Phase H, defect creation was also
very efficient during the preceding recovery in Phase G. The
simulated H profiles are shown in Fig. 9, clearly highlighting
how H is moved back and forth inside the oxide. Also shown is
the increase of the H concentration by the interaction with the
reservoir even during recovery at 0V/350◦C. Interestingly, in
Phases D and F (−1.5V/300◦C), the degradation is partially
reversed, an effect not yet covered by the model.

In the final measurement of Fig. 10, 350◦C is avoided
altogether. The saturation during the−1.5V/250◦C stress
(Phase B) is well observable together with a reversal of
degradation at higher readout voltages. This reversal is not yet
fully understood but appears to be due to defects with higher
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in Phase E, a slightly higherPmin@200◦C is
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(Phase G) at 350◦C, most of these defects
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Phase H even at 300◦C. Only few additional
defects are created at 300◦C. Also shown
is the model without a reservoir where the
maximum amount of H in the oxide is fixed.
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energy levels which are annealed during stress. As can be seen
in the subsequent stress phase D, once defects are lost during
this degradation reversal, they can no longer be charged.

Summarizing these observations, our model suggests that
at temperatures lower than 300◦C the build-up ofP is the
consequence of H being moved towards the channel, while
the recovery ofP would be due to the inverse process. The
creation of additional defects atT > 300◦C, on the other hand,
is modeled by H released from a reservoir over a 2.5eV barrier
(close to the Si-H binding energy [43]), see Fig. 2(D). The
effect of the additional hydrogen reservoir is determined by
the relatively high barrier of 2.5eV, which essentially “turns
on” H release when the temperature is changed e.g. from
300◦C to 350◦C: assuming the process to follow an Arrhenius

law with an attempt frequency ofν =1013Hz, we obtain for
the mean time constantτ = ν−1exp(−qEA/kBT ) about 190
days at 350◦C, which is within reach of our experimental
efforts, and about 30 years at 300◦C. Naturally, under regular
operating conditions this process is completely irrelevant, as
τ(25◦C) ≈ 6× 1021years, but it is fundamental for the cor-
rect interpretation of accelerated high temperature degradation
data. This newly released H can now go into previously
inaccessible precursor sites at different bias conditions. Once
the H is in the oxide, the newly created H-defects are difficult
to anneal and act as regular defects also at lowerT .
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eventually migrates back to the
gate side of the oxide where it gets
trapped in unoccupied defect pre-
cursors, thereby activating the de-
fect. Right: comparison between
the full model and the model with-
out a reservoir reveals the con-
siderably increased H (and thus
defect) concentration in the oxide.
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Fig. 10. Long-term experiment without 350◦C
phases. Shown isPmin(VG) at 200◦C extracted
from the same set ofID/VG curves at different
VG. At VG = −100mV the degradation satu-
rates after a couple of days while at higher
VG the degradation saturates at a much later
time (≈15 days) and then begins todecrease
again, similarly to Phases D/F in Fig. 8. This
decrease indicates that defects with an energy
level closer toEV are permanently annealed.
The defects annealed in Phase B cannot be
recharged again in Phase D and appear to be
lost.

V. L INK TO PREVIOUS MODELS

During standard BTI degradation atT < 300◦C, the HR
model will behave similarly to the first-order reaction-limited
model proposed by Huardet al. [17]. The most important
difference will be in the interpretation of the effective activa-
tion energies and the bias-dependence of the model: while the
empirical model of Huard is based on a dipole-field-interaction
of the barriers, the bias-dependence of the HR model will
be essentially determined by the active areas of the oxide
where defects can change their charge state [51]. While for
higher stress fields these models will be very similar, the HR
model is more accurate at lower voltages (use-conditions).

We have previously extended Huard’s model to also consider
recovery of the “permanent” component [55, 58]. The main
difference in the HR model is that the effective forward and
backward rates areuncorrelated, since different precursor sites
will be responsible for degradation and recovery, consistent
with experimental data.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Using new long-term data we have carefully validated our
previously suggested hydrogen release model which also tries
to reconcile a number of puzzling observations inconsistent
with available models. In this model, H is slowly released at
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the gate side to hop quickly towards the channel side of the
oxide, thereby increasing∆Vth. As a side effect, this model
naturally explains the depassivation of Si-H bonds as well
as the passivation of channel dopants, the increase/decrease
of noise during stress/recovery, as well as the sensitivityof
the permanent component to the H concentration introduced
during fabrication. Previously suggested reaction-limited mod-
els will be special cases of the HR model valid at large
fields but lower temperatures. Finally, the HR model can
correctly describe high-temperature data through coupling to
a H reservoir. While this coupling will be unimportant at
use-conditions, the HR model thereby allows for a correct
extrapolation from high temperature data.
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